SEGMENT 1 – ARCSE UPDATES AND RECOGNITION (9:00-10:10 am)
9:00 am WELCOME ----------------------------------------------- Cheryl Simmons
9:05 am INVOCATION ----------------------------------------------- Earl Norton
9:10 am INTRODUCTIONS ------------------------------- Cheryl Simmons
  ■ ARCSE OFFICERS AND BOARD
  ■ ARCSE STATE/SECTION REPRESENTATIVES
  ■ SENIOR CONSERVATIONISTS ------------------------------- John Peterson
9:25 am SWCS WELCOME/UPDATE
  CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF SWCS------------------------- Clare Lindahl (invited)
  CHAIR, SWCS BOARD OF DIRECTORS --------------------------- Rex Martin (invited)
9:35 am NRCS UPDATE
  NRCS STATE CONSERVATIONIST – IOWA---------------------- Kurt Simon (invited)
  NRCS CHIEF----------------------------------------------- Matthew Lohr (invited)
9:45 am ARCSE UPDATE
  PRESIDENT OF ARCSE REMARKS---------------------------- Cheryl Simmons
  ARCSE AWARD PRESENTATIONS----------------------------- Arnold King
    PRESIDENT’S AWARD FOR MERITORIOUS SERVICE - Dana York
    PRESIDENT’S AWARD FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE - Norm Kempf
    PRESIDENT’S AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY SERVICE – Earl Norton

SEGMENT 2 – THE ARCSE/SWCS PARTNERSHIP (10:00-11:30 am)
10:00 am WELCOME/INTRODUCTION--------------------------Cheryl Simmons and Clare Lindahl
10:05 am SWCS VIRTUAL HISTORY TOUR ------------------- Joe Otto, SWCS Historian
10:35 am THE NEXT DECADE ------------------------ ARCSE Board and Joe Derry, ARCSE Intern
11:15 am SUMMARY and CLOSING prior to Board Meeting-----Cheryl Simmons
    ANNOUNCE NEXT ANNUAL ARCSE MEETING ------------------- Cheryl Simmons

SEGMENT 3 – ARCSE BOARD MEETING (11:45 am – 12:30 pm)
11:30 am Call to order -----------------------------------------Cheryl Simmons
    Attendees welcome to sit in virtually
12:30 pm Adjourn